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ABSTRACT
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ty very different philosophies and as a consequence, aimed at very
different edtcational objectives. For example, the first century
orator Quintillian provided a base upon which scholars could build an

.
order of reasonableness and academic criticism. Johan Amos Comenius,
a 17th century educational reformer in Czechoslovakia, called for .

imparting knowledge which would begin with the senses, pass into
memory through individuil imagination and find expression in
creativity. (John Dewey contributed the concept of experiential
learning.) More recent educators mud educational philosophers who
have spoken in favor of academic mmcellence have been hampered by
allegations of discrimination, prt-Iludice, elitism, and contributing
to social conflict. The conclusim,s are that the relationship between
education and social goals is mor- complex than is generally realized
and that educators will be doing -4e greatest service to diverse
contemporary society if they mow. beyond the basics to goals that
maximize indiiidual quality. CM
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Paper Topic: "Beyond the Basics: a Culturalogical concern"

The purpose of this paper is to call attention to several

themes vital to a philosophical and cultural notion of educational

excellence at a time when these concepts are under attack.

Educators need to move beyond the mandates for mediocrity, so

often used tz-.: justify social inequities, while bearing no

relationship to educational excellence in the classic sense of

Quintilian, Comenius and Dewey.

Three sets of conflicting conceptual frameworks will be

discussed in this paper and their subsequent relationship to the

utilization of knowledge for excellence in education: wholeness/

efficiency, prejudice/discrimination,-and conflict/consensus.

It appears we live in a time that rewards efficiency and

disdains eloquence. Granted, the notion of the .Nhole person"
0

as an academic model f,e appreciated and even given an idiosyn-

cratic.stature in 1,Istitutions of learning; howevar, the plaudits

are reserved for the applied. The functional, the.profitable,

and the marketable are seen by many, to be the measure of academic

success. The creative, the whimsical, and the poetic are seen

as tolerable aversions not serious or substantive; therefore,

far beyond the basics. To be efficient is to be predictable,

unchanging, exact and always the same: a tragic yet measurable

element in.educational basics along.

The,first century philosophical orator Quintilian provides

a base upon which persons of literary and scholarly concern build



an order of reasonableness and academic criticism. Several

definitions constitute the identiffnation of a good ar w hole

man for Quintilian- The notion of :moral character is extihitet

through the highest Integrity of =individual- The mastery of

the broad liberal arts and sciences is seen to give a firm grate-

of utilitarian learning for a person's well being as opposed-tc

the particularistic training whiCh necessitates mere appropria:

responsiveness.) Children have a natural capacity to grow and

develop as whole people not constrained by efficient compulsiogi*

which foster only controlled emulations and guarded competition_

Quintilian's great faith in the young orator is best illusL Led

in .moral virtue .of the whole person, not brilliance of inteliO4,

The persistent practicality of good schooling necessitates a

noble. example, a constant eloquence, and focus on-refined ges-: .3

John Amos Comenius is appreciatecUas the seventeenth

century's most practical reformist in education. He calls faz

the balance of recitation, instruction, and study focusing on

individual readiness to receive a holistic form of education.

The wholeness he stresses emerges from the education which p

poses "all that is proper far man, and is one in which all

men who are born into the world should share".4 rue know_,

edge, while beginning with the senses, passes into memory thr=ntr

individual imagination which can only be experienced fn eloquent

creativity rather than predictive efficiency.

While Conenius has.a compulsion for systematic detail in

pedagogy, the fladividuai student is called upon to manipulate his



envt=nment *121Ercimm.t7- ztlect s , pictures; and fabrtre=nns.5

Clew --fit -ae--,-e.p_I--indrtiton of particulars in a relatf=ship pre-

scribmdL:by -amtbsorttZ4is as correct bares little a.l.seedplet. to

-the j.?..sTtl.:_D..e =mcera=a-aescroposed by Ctmenius.

e araeatration, though as-varied as -be hur.:an

partic2-7ants, zortiati:. =. common thread _of perfectp, described

by John:Dewey. Its mrrectness of edcrational prnocesa=munt

cons-1-0.=the *xistilAgrcanditions focusing upon the rtemsour=es and

diff±mE:Lttem or :-.7.1-.-±trzidual situations. Ends to edunetion dilemnas

do' not lie wide t'ne activity of our education, .rather

make _cry the moonremeness of our situation, they are of themselves

educe:it:mai_ Fur L_, Dewey purports education to be formed

prior the attempt to' "realize ". The realizatn is seen to

be 2..m:core -t'an a ---I.ative sketch of phenomena;_it is a "flexible"

altemsz.f_on +-:T meet t±rcumstances. 6 Thereby, more basic than .

skir,? --:;bPt-. may he measured by predictable hierannhies of success,

. is -t* -4ethod for dealing with conditions that affect desirable

altens of relity. An aim, itself, is expentimental; and,

ted by its very definition, ror Dewey-

-I:ler:creative, whimsical, and poetic are for Iewey the

educatiomF0 result and by- product. of play and.work1m activities

often=nrelated to the school environment. These nrcnions-are

seen tc be itncidental and the. educational growth that is secured

is accidental. Play is seen to reproduce crudities as well as

excellencies-in adult life. 7 It is not enough to Introduce play

and games, handwork and academic exercisesin isolation; every-
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thing dependsupon the mar they are utl d. The whole -penman

is assured why the play -zed work becomn one forming a new

disposition c=tii:L a news fn focus yet to be defined.

'The whc:le:,in rela humah experience is given .a74

dynamic -*7. MemmlE who viems-IW'e whole of human endeavor to

dependen: of aJsense of coameZeteness founded in Situation.

Therein. -ale has on"..ty 1teFqualitative purpose required in

indivi
1

liarception and acttvity. 8 Surely to be efficient is

to be.tr ke,7-_.)Ing with broad..=3Iitarian scientific notions, ever

espoused7-by :...teafey as centre.: to human enterprise. Yet, efficiency

that-w=2.4 ttwart individu freedom of inquiry in so revered an

instituttaaases the school ::.---esents a portrait of scholarly treason.

_.;.r-second area of concern for educational excellence focuses

on thetelicate nature oft2tscrimination and its Lthostimmediate

assoct=.1an with prejudice. To be prejudiced, one must deal in

the pre rational, non experiential and always unverifiable elements

of intolerance and hate. However, to discriminate, one must,

actively engage in the rational, experiential and verifiable

attributes of knowledge. To challenge preconceived notions and

belief systems based on prerational foundations is a substantial

necessity for today's educational excellence. This is not merely

the tolerance of difference, but the appreciation or the articulately

discriminant. Thus, the whole person in discriminant concert

provides a most balanced and basically prepared-individual and

intellect.

Quintilian concludesthat "dullness anfi lack of aptitude for
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-learning are no more in accordance with man's =tare than are

bodily abnormalities and deformity".9 Intert----LT-TIgly, the pcsi-

tive-oare-and anticipated excellence hoped fore parents is

seen to be the 67eatest promise-for achievement- As Quints' -Fr

views the braised notions of scholarship, he abhcres acceptance of

pre-rationale mpaanations or suggestionp; "let pupil be asked

questions and- praised for his answers, let him :never rejoice in

10ignorance of anything" is held tr., be the avoidance

of prejudice and refinement of understanding.

A discriminating taste for oratory is emphasized by Quin-

tilian early.in.the training of Roman youth. "The worst form of

politeness is that of mutual and indiscriminate applause . .

unworthy of a decently disciplined school".12 While the remedy

is to'have the young sl,udents keep their eyes on the teacher to

learn to discern what is admirable and what is not, the mson

to be learned is one of discriminatory concern PrIrl artic aLe

awareness.

In an attempt to limit the pre-rational acceptance of what

is known to be true, Comenius attempts "to seek and find a method

of instruction, by which teachers may teach less, but learners

may learn more". 12
The nature of education is to provide awell

rounded series of exposures thrOugh the training of the senses

to connect observations of things with words and provide children

with experiences in reality.13 The resulting exposure results

in more meaningful learning as opposed to. prejudicial acceptance

of what is told to be ture.

In critically analyziz,z the child and the curriculum, Dewey



views genuine wig as a freeing from the external Imposition

of prejudlce. AD.E. child learns, "it is freeing the life-

process for its adequate fulfillment .
1 As the child

develops, the pmcfalzem of seledting experiences that are desirable and

that possess caszeci-ties for further growth must be done in concert

with child and Tra-r-ent.

Dewey c-v-rs- for an abandonin of the prejudicial notion of

a fundamental d±fference between the schooling curriculum and

the child's exnerience. He calls for a cease of belief in

fundameritally_Tixed and ready-made subject matter curriculum,

which is outside the child's experience. Further, .the child's

experience:is rot to be viewed as fixed in stone; rather, it

should be seen "as something fluent, embryonic and vital. We

realize the child and the curriculum are simply two limitS.which

define a single process".15 The articulate expression is a

continuing ?econstruction of reality which negates pre - rational.

forms as outside the realm of consideration. "Blind and capricious

impulses hurry us on needlessly, from one thing to another

to 'learn from experience' is to make backward and forward con-

nectionsbetween what we do to things and what we enjoy or suffer

from things in consequence.. . . the undergoing becomes instruc-

tion" .16 For Dewey, active experiential learning is a dis-

Criminatory'process of knowing and connecting the knowns.

Lastly, there is a reluctance. to haVe the notion of educa-

tional excellence dP31 with issues associated with class conflict.
,

Institutions concerned with educational opportunity often ignore
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the predetermined elements in the same educational hierarchy.

The possibility:for a creative, holistic, and positive discrim-

inatory.educational future is enhanced by careful analysis of

the elements of social class and racial bias.

'Although Quintilian participated in a class oriented

Roman society, the notions of how.to deal with needs for educa-

tional equity- are firmly stated concerning dullness and lack of

aptitude; "they occur, but seldom, and the proof of it is this,

that most men form high hopes of their sons; but when, as these

Sons grow older, such hopes fade away, clearly it is not nature

that is at'fault-but human care".17 The human care referred'to

by Quintilian encompasses a broader social base than familial

44

bonds. Thechild in relationship to the school and society must

have "unceasing application, teachers of an outstanding merit,

and a wide range of studies " .18 Neither nature nor the family

alone are seen as instruments solely for consideration in ed-

ucational excellence, rather varieties of influences are seen to

be acting in concert. For reasons of "common sense", Quintilian

advocates public instruction Over private instruction, concluding

that "every day he will hear many things approved, many things

corrected; he will profit by another's sloth rebuked, another's

industry commended".19 The issue of social class is not dealt

explicitly, although notions of its potentiality are discussed.

Comenius, while addressing the necessity for close con-

nections between experience, vernacular language, and learning,

also purports education could be darried out for all classes; "all

10



should be educated together, that they may stimulate and urge

on one another" .20 The consequence of such-an,educational

posture will have to wait centuries for fruition, yet he remains

unchanging in his position though it is not the prevailing

.position of. his day.

Dewey, in reflecting on the new range of people needing.

inclusion in the American educational process, writes, "what

the best and wisest parent wants for his own child, that must the

community want for all its children". 21 The issue of social

class conflict and related emergent racial bias for Dewey has

resulted from changes in the industrial, scientific, and poli-

tical world. The distance and distrust between people in the

American democracy is seen to be intolerable. Dewey challenges

the society to provide a means to deal with social class bias in

a constructive framework. "When the schOol introduces and trains

each child of society into membership within such a little commun-

ity, saturating him with the spirit of-service, and providing

him with the intr,,ments of effective self-direction, we shall

have the deepest and best guaranty of a large society which is

worthy, lovely, and harmonious ",22

An analysis by Joel Spring proVides one rationale for the

vague nature of educational excellence's relatiOnship to the

notion of SOcial-clasS bias:

Schools, of course, provided the necessary ed-
ucation for those filling the expanded white-collar
positions. Public belief in the relationship between
mobility and schooling was reinforced by those who
were able to move from the farm or factory into white-



collar positions. They tended to see their new
opportunities not in terms'of the structural
changes in American society, but in terms of their
own effort through education to attain these new
positions. Schooling did facilitate the structural
changes, but the direct qauses were outside the
province, of the schoo1.25

What Is truly excellent has yet to emerge. It cannot be

trained for or predicted; it may only. be experienCed in the whim-

sical reflections of'those who qualitatively appreciate their

unique knowing. From Quintilian's belief in eloquence, COmenius'

striving to legitimate the reality around him, and Dewey's con-

cepti6n of.learning in experience not learning from experience,

we zome to lift ourselves toward a new vision of educational

:..ence. What are the real-rUdimr:hts in. learning; who are

:-.:rners yet to rise from yesterday's assurances to tomorrow's

calles; and why do we heed so little of the struggles of patt

teachers? We must move beyond the apparition of mere predetermined

basics to the eloquent goals that maximize the individual quality

of those who populate so diverse a contemporary society.
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